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From #1 New York Times bestselling author Brandon Sanderson, the Mistborn series is a heist
story of political intrigue and magical, martial-arts action.Who is the Hero of Ages?To end the
Final Empire and restore freedom, Vin killed the Lord Ruler. But as a result, the Deepness--the
lethal form of the ubiquitous mists--is back, along with increasingly heavy ashfalls and ever more
powerful earthquakes. Humanity appears to be doomed.Having escaped death at the climax of
The Well of Ascension only by becoming a Mistborn himself, Emperor Elend Venture hopes to
find clues left behind by the Lord Ruler that will allow him to save the world. Vin is consumed with
guilt at having been tricked into releasing the mystic force known as Ruin from the Well. Ruin
wants to end the world, and its near omniscience and ability to warp reality make stopping it
seem impossible. She can't even discuss it with Elend lest Ruin learn their plans!Other Tor
books by Brandon SandersonThe CosmereThe Stormlight ArchiveThe Way of KingsWords of
RadianceEdgedancer (Novella)OathbringerThe Mistborn trilogyMistborn: The Final EmpireThe
Well of AscensionThe Hero of AgesMistborn: The Wax and Wayne seriesAlloy of LawShadows
of SelfBands of MourningCollectionArcanum UnboundedOther Cosmere
novelsElantrisWarbreakerThe Alcatraz vs. the Evil Librarians seriesAlcatraz vs. the Evil
LibrariansThe Scrivener's BonesThe Knights of CrystalliaThe Shattered LensThe Dark
TalentThe Rithmatist seriesThe RithmatistOther books by Brandon SandersonThe
ReckonersSteelheartFirefightCalamityAt the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

“This adventure brings the Mistborn epic fantasy trilogy to a dramatic and surprising climax. . . .
Sanderson's saga of consequences offers complex characters and a compelling plot, asking
hard questions about loyalty, faith and responsibility.”--Publishers Weekly on The Hero of
Ages“Transcendent!”—Romantic Times BOOKreviews on The Hero of Ages "Elantris is the
finest novel of fantasy to be written in many years. Brandon Sanderson has created a truly
original world of magic and intrigue, and with the rigor of the best science fiction writers he has
made it real at every level.”—Orson Scott Card“Elantris . . . is marked by vivid and strongly drawn
characters (including a memorable female character) and ingenious plot twists that will keep the
reader turning pages. Don’t miss it!”—Katherine Kurtz, New York Times bestselling author of the
Deryni series“Sanderson’s outstanding fantasy debut . . offers something for everyone: mystery,
magic, romance, political wrangling, religious conflict, fights for equality, sharp writing and
wonderful, robust characters. . . . The intrigue and excitement grow steadily in this smoothly
written, perfectly balanced narrative; by the end readers won’t want to put it down. . . . Sanderson
is a writer to watch.” –Publishers Weekly, (starred review)From Publishers WeeklyThis adventure
brings the Mistborn epic fantasy trilogy (after 2007's The Well of Ascension) to a dramatic and



surprising climax. Tricked into releasing the evil spirit Ruin while attempting to close the Well of
Ascension, new emperor Elend Venture and his wife, the assassin Vin, are now hard-pressed to
save the world from Ruin's deadly Inquisitors, the insidious lethal mists called the Deepness and
the increasingly heavy falls of black ash that threaten to bury the land and starve its inhabitants.
As the duo search for the last of the former emperor's cache of atium, source of the strongest
Mistborn energies, they battle Ruin's forces as well as monsters and prophetic powers.
Sanderson's saga of consequences offers complex characters and a compelling plot, asking
hard questions about loyalty, faith and responsibility. (Oct.)Copyright © Reed Business
Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorBrandon Sanderson grew up in Lincoln, Nebraska. He
lives in Utah with his wife and children and teaches creative writing at Brigham Young University.
He is the author of such bestsellers as the Mistborn® trilogy and its sequels, The Alloy of Law,
Shadows of Self, and The Bands of Mourning; the Stormlight Archive novels The Way of Kings
and Words of Radiance; and other novels, including The Rithmatist and Steelheart. In 2013, he
won a Hugo Award for Best Novella for The Emperor's Soul, set in the world of his acclaimed
first novel, Elantris. Additionally, he was chosen to complete Robert Jordan's Wheel of Time®
sequence. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by
permission. All rights reserved.Chapter OneLegacy Of The SurvivorFatren squinted up at the
red sun, which hid behind its perpetual screen of dark haze. Black ash fell lightly from the sky, as
it did most days lately. The thick flakes fell straight, the air stagnant and hot, without even a hint
of a breeze to lighten Fatren’s mood. He sighed, leaning back against the earthen bulwark,
looking over Vetitan. His town.“How long?” he asked.Druffel scratched his nose. His face was
stained black with ash. He hadn’t given much thought to hygiene lately. Of course, considering
the stress of the last few months, Fatren knew that he himself wasn’t much to look at either.“An
hour, maybe,“ Druffel said, spitting into the dirt of the bulwark.Fatren sighed, staring up at the
falling ash. “Do you think it’s true, Druffel? What people are saying?”“What?” Druffel asked. “That
the world is ending?”Fatren nodded.“Don’t know,“ Druffel said. “Don’t really care.”“How can you
say that?”Druffel shrugged, scratching himself. “Soon as those koloss arrive, I’ll be dead. That’s
pretty much the end of the world for me.”Fatren fell silent. He didn’t like to voice his doubts; he
was supposed to be the strong one. When the lords had left the town—a farming community,
slightly more urban than a northern plantation—Fatren had been the one who had convinced the
skaa to go ahead with their planting. Fatren had been the one to keep the press gangs away. In a
time when most villages and plantations had lost every able- bodied man to one army or
another, Vetitan still had a working population. It had cost much of their crops in bribes, but
Fatren had kept the people safe.Mostly.“The mists didn’t leave until noon today,“ Fatren said
quietly. “They’re staying later and later. You’ve seen the crops, Druff. They’re not doing well—not
enough sunlight, I’d guess. We won’t have food to eat this winter.”“We won’t last ‘til winter,“
Druffel said. “Won’t last ‘til nightfall.”The sad thing—the thing that was really disheartening—was
that Druffel had once been the optimist. Fatren hadn’t heard his brother laugh in months. That



laughter had been Fatren’s favorite sound.Even the Lord Ruler’s mills weren’t able to grind
Druff’s laughter out of him, Fatren thought. But these last two years have.“Fats!” a voice called.
“Fats!”Fatren looked up as a young boy scrambled along the side of the bulwark. They’d barely
finished the fortification—it had been Druffel’s idea, back before he’d really given up. Their town
contained some seven thousand people, which made it fairly large. It had taken a great deal of
work to surround the entire thing with a defensive mound.Fatren had barely a thousand real
soldiers—it had been very hard to gather that many from such a small population—with maybe
another thousand men who were too young, too old, or too unskilled to fight well. He didn’t really
know how big the koloss army was, but it was bound to be larger than two thousand. A bulwark
was going to be of very little use.The boy—Sev—finally puffed up to Fatren. “Fats!” Sev said.
“Someone’s coming!”“Already?” Fatren asked. “Druff said the koloss were still a while away!”“Not
a koloss, Fats,“ the boy said. “A man. Come see!”Fatren turned to Druff, who wiped his nose and
shrugged. They followed Sev around the inside of the bulwark, toward the front gate. Ash and
dust swirled on the packed earth, piling in corners, drifting. There hadn’t been much time for
cleaning lately. The women had to work the fields while the men trained and made war
preparations.War preparations. Fatren told himself that he had a force of two thousand
“soldiers,“ but what he really had were a thousand skaa peasants with swords. They’d had two
years of training, true, but they had very little real fighting experience.A group of men clustered
around the front gates, standing on the bulwark or leaning against its side. Maybe I was wrong to
spend so much of our resources training soldiers, Fatren thought. If those thousand men had
worked the mines instead, we’d have some ore for bribes.Except, koloss didn’t take bribes. They
just killed. Fatren shuddered, thinking of Garthwood. That city had been bigger than his own, but
fewer than a hundred survivors had made their way to Vetitan. That had been three months ago.
He’d hoped, irrationally, that the koloss would be satisfied with destroying that city.He should
have known better. Koloss were never satisfied.Fatren climbed up to the top of the bulwark, and
soldiers in patched clothing and bits of leather made way for him. He peered through the falling
ash across a dark landscape that looked as if it were blanketed in deep black snow.A lone rider
approached, wearing a dark, hooded cloak.“What do you think, Fats?” one of the soldiers
asked.“Koloss scout?”Fatren snorted. “Koloss wouldn’t send a scout, especially not a human
one.”“He has a horse,“ Druffel said with a grunt. “We could use another of those.” The city only
had five. All were suffering from malnutrition.“Merchant,“ one of the soldiers said.“No wares,“
Fatren said. “And it would take a brave merchant to travel these parts alone.”“I’ve never seen a
refugee with a horse,“ one of the men said. He raised a bow, looking at Fatren.Fatren shook his
head. Nobody fired as the stranger rode up, moving at an unhurried pace. He stopped his mount
directly before the city gates. Fatren was proud of those. Real, true wooden gates mounted in the
earthen bulwark. He’d gotten both wood and fine stone from the lord’s manor at the city
center.Very little of the stranger was visible beneath the thick, dark cloak he wore to protect
himself from the ash. Fatren looked over the top of the bulwark, studying the stranger, and then
he glanced up at his brother, shrugging. The ash fell silently.The stranger leaped from his



horse.He shot straight upward, as if propelled from beneath, cloak whipping free as he soared.
Underneath it, he wore a uniform of brilliant white.Fatren cursed, jumping backward as the
stranger crested the top of the bulwark and landed on the top of the wooden gate itself. The man
was an Allomancer. A nobleman. Fatren had hoped those would all stick to their squabbles in the
North and leave his people in peace.Or, at least, their peaceful deaths.The newcomer turned.
He wore a short beard, and had his dark hair shorn close. “All right, men,“ he said, striding
across the top of the gate with an unnatural sense of balance, “we don’t have much time. Let’s
get to work.” He stepped off the gate onto the bulwark. Immediately, Druffel pulled his sword on
the newcomer.The sword jerked from Druffel’s hand, yanked into the air by an unseen force. The
stranger snatched the weapon as it passed his head. He flipped the sword around, inspecting it.
“Good steel,“ he said, nodding. “I’m impressed. How many of your soldiers are this well
equipped?” He flipped the weapon in his hand, handing it back toward Druffel hilt- first.Druffel
glanced at Fatren, confused.“Who are you, stranger?” Fatren demanded with as much courage
as he could muster. He didn’t know a lot about Allomancy, but he was pretty certain this man
was Mistborn. The stranger could probably kill everyone atop the bulwark with barely a
thought.The stranger ignored the question, turning to scan the city. “This bulwark goes around
the entire perimeter of the city?” he asked, turning toward one of the soldiers.“Um... yes, my
lord,“ the man said.“How many gates are there?”“Just the one, my lord.”“Open the gate and bring
my horse in,“ the newcomer said. “I assume you have stables?”“Yes, my lord,“ the soldier
said.Well, Fatren thought with dissatisfaction as the soldier ran off, this newcomer certainly
knows how to command people. Fatren’s soldier didn’t even pause to think that he was obeying
a stranger without asking for permission. Fatren could already see the other soldiers
straightening a bit, losing their wariness. This newcomer talked like he expected to be obeyed,
and the soldiers were responding. This wasn’t a nobleman like the ones Fatren had known back
when he was a house hold servant at the lord’s manor. This man was different.The stranger
continued his contemplation of the city. Ash fell on his beautiful white uniform, and Fatren
thought it a shame to see the garment being dirtied. The newcomer nodded to himself, then
began to walk down the side of the bulwark.“Wait,“ Fatren said, causing the stranger to pause.
“Who are you?”The newcomer turned, meeting Fatren’s eyes. “My name is Elend Venture. I’m
your emperor.”With that, the man turned and continued down the embankment. The soldiers
made way for him; then many of them followed behind.Fatren glanced at his brother.“Emperor?”
Druffel muttered, then spat.Fatren agreed with the sentiment. What to do? He’d never fought an
Allomancer before; he wasn’t even certain how to begin. The “emperor” had certainly disarmed
Druffel easily enough.“Organize the people of the city,&ldq...--This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.From BooklistThe Lord Ruler is dead, and Elend Venture is working on
consolidating his rule. But the mist is becoming actively dangerous, ash falls almost constantly,
and brutal earthquakes are shaking the world apart. The subtle, nearly omniscient Ruin is
infiltrating both Elend’s army and his opponents. Fortunately, the stubborn Vin vows to discover a
way to destroy him. When failure seems imminent, help comes from unexpected quarters.



Sanderson pulls loose ends together, explains vague prophecies, and produces the Hero of
Ages, and the Mistborn trilogy (The Final Empire, 2006; The Well of Ascension, 2007; and this
book) concludes satisfactorily. --Regina Schroeder --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.Read more
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RObert Jackson, “Loved It!. Wow. I won't spoil the book for anyone but the ending surprised me.
The ending is sad and lovely, dark and hopeful. Because most readers will have read the first
two books, I won't give a general synopsis. Sanderson does a masterful job building his world.
He deepens the personality of some characters and expands the role of others. Excellent
book.Someone mentioned thinking Sazed's spiritual crisis made the character seem a bit whiny.
I don't share that opinion. I loved the depiction of doubt. As someone who struggled with both
faith and nonfaith, I appreciated much of Sazed's thought process toward religion. I loved the
Terrisman but maybe I am biased because of my own love/hate toward religion.”

Barry Mulvany, “What an end, even on a reread. Set around a year after the events of the
previous book, things are looking even worse now than they had been. The mists are staying
later every day and ash fall is increasing, so this means that food is getting almost impossible to
grow and supplies are going to run out. Vin, Elend, Sazed, and what's left of the crew are trying
to find the Lord Ruler's caches and also see if there is any way to prevent what looks like the
world failing.So this is a bit of a mixed bag. I thought the first half was pretty slow, seemed more
of the same in that there were armies on the march, with new antagonists trying to hold off the
changes that have occurred or going to the opposite extreme. However the oppressive
atmosphere throughout was very impressive, done almost too well in that it made the politicking
going on seem redundant. It's one of the few series that the end of the world felt very real in a
literal sense and I could empathise with the character's basically trying to ignore it as something
too big to deal with.The characters were still good, they even grew up a bit! Vin has learned to
trust and accept herself so luckily we didn't have the navel gazing we experienced in the last
book. Elend is pretty much the same as well in that he's started to balance what he was to what
he is. Unfortunately we weren't spared the angst fully as Sazed took on that and spent most of
the book in a crisis of faith. Somewhat understandable but went too far I think. We also had a lot
more of Spook in this book and though he isn't the most interesting character it was an
interesting arc.The end was amazing. Sanderson has an almost unique ability to put everything
in plain sight yet you still miss it until the reveal. Well I do anyway. On a re-read it's all so obvious
but I still remember the first time and being completely blind sided by it. It was a dark, sad, and
beautiful end that made the whole book and series. I have very fond memories of this series and
though some parts didn't hold up as well as I remember, most of it did and I ended up really
enjoying it.”

J. Ang, “Losing My Religion. The conclusion to the epic fantasy picks up speed thankfully from
what I felt was a sagging middle portion that was Book 2: “Well of Ascension”. That book dealt
with the siege of Luthadel and presented several (to me) cloying moments in the would-be-love-
triangle involving Vin, Elend and his darker half-brother, Zane.Book 3 presents quite a few clever



plot twists and breathtaking action right from the grisly prologue. The alternating chapters detail
the trajectories of Elend, Vin, Sazed, TenSoon the Kandra, and Spook, the former a Skaa
Misting who is given a refreshingly prominent role in the narrative, as they battle the Koloss
armies and Inquisitors under the divine power of Ruin, whom we realise was released by Vin at
the Well of Ascension, by his trickery.What struck me most about this last of the series was the
prominence of religiosity woven into Sanderson’s intricate and self-contained universe (literally
the state of the Final Empire on the planet Scadriel in Cosmere, so detailed is his universe).
Seen primarily through Sazed, the Keeper’s eyes as he stores the history of the religions and
prophecies in his metalminds, literally making him a walking encyclopaedia. His crisis of faith as
he becomes disillusioned with false religions centres the story even though he has not thus far
been the main character, as much as his position as a leading character has risen over the
second book.The details of the plot are too overwhelming for me to pen down but suffice to say
that it captures the essence of what it means to be human, the fulfilment of one’s destiny, and
the need for courage and hope in the fight for the salvation of mankind, even if it means
ultimately sacrificing yourself for the larger good. I was late coming to this series but am glad for
the thrilling journey with the Mistborn.”

Darren Williams, “Full of action. As always, Brandon Sanderson delivers yet another great
novel.The final part of the Mistborn trilogy is full of action, but also lots of poignancy and
emotion.Readers of this novel will finally discover who the ‘Hero of Ages’ is, and there is a
bittersweet ending.I’m a big fan of Brandon Sanderson’s novels, but I do think that he sometimes
‘overworks’ a story.In the ‘Reckoners’ series, I think Brandon should have stopped after writing
‘Steelheart’, because the rest of the books became a bit ‘over the top’ and, dare I say, ‘silly’.‘The
Hero of Ages’ has a tendency to be ‘over the top’ also, especially the ending, and I think that far
too much focus is given to explanations of each character’s inner conflict.However, this is still a
great read for those familiar with the author’s books, and I recommend it.”

FallenGrace, “The Hero of Ages is an excellent conclusion to the original Mistborn trilogy
wrapping things up nicely.. The Hero of Ages is the third book in the original Mistborn trilogy with
a sequel trilogy and side story novella released since and another book in the works. If you
haven't read the first two books (
  
The Final Empire: Mistborn Book One



  
  
     and 
  
The Well of Ascension: Mistborn Book Two

  
  
) I highly recommend you do so before reading this as they are all part of one story.The Hero
of Ages sees Vin, Elend and the rest of Kelsier's former crew continue to fight to unite both the
world and fight an enemy they don't understand from destroying it. The overall story is really
good and I enjoyed it a lot with the best aspect being how all the different plot threads and ideas
throughout the series are wrapped up in the end and make total sense. That said the ending
feels rather abupt and could have done with a little more depth or feeling in the last few pages for
impact I felt, not a deal breaker though as Brandon Sanderson's writing style is otherwise very
enjoyable throughout and easy to read.The action and magic system are still great to read about
and the characters are largely still very interesting with Spook and Tensoon really standing out
and having the most engrossing threads. It does suffer from the same flaw as the second book
though in that one of the characters is just an awful slog to read through where their chapters are
just a lot of self pitying inner monologue that doesn't seem to go anywhere, sadly these chapters
happen too often and parts of the book really drag because of it.Overall I loved the series though
the first book was the highlight for me for sure with parts of book two and three being a little slow
at times. If you enjoyed the first two books I would expect you to enjoy the third as well. Now to
move onto the next set of books with 
  
The Alloy of Law: A Mistborn Novel



  
  
.Recommended.+ Spook and Tensoon are really interesting.+ Everything wraps up really
nicely at the end linking in plot threads from all three books.+ Still love the world's magic system
and ideas.+ Easy to read writing style.- Ending feels like it needed a little more to it, a little
sudden.- Some of the chapters with a particular character outstay their welcome and drag a
little.”

The book by Brandon Sanderson has a rating of 5 out of 4.8. 6,939 people have provided
feedback.
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